"EYE OPENING!"

THE
CONFIDENCE
FORMULA
Conquer Self-Doubt
Once and For All

DO YOU SUFFER
FROM SELF-DOUBT?
You're not alone
Do you have a lot of self-doubt and don't know
what to do about it? Do you go to work every day
and then come home and question and ruminate
about so many things? Do you have a life-long
dream that you want to go after but you have too
much fear to even start?

THEN THIS WORKSHOP WILL BE
A GAME CHANGER FOR YOU!

WHAT'S
THE
CONFIDENCE
FORMULA?

Playing a bigger game and living your authentic life requires an
unwavering belief in yourself and your ideas, and daily positive
mental energy to keep you persevering towards meaningful goals.
When you're filled with self-doubt, going after big goals can feel
overwhelming.
The Confidence Formula is a 2-day interactive workshop that will
help you not only build overall confidence - but also help
you remove the resistance you have to taking that next big step.
It's about courageously moving forward without questioning
every move. It's about tapping into your inner-strength with a
peaceful calm that comes only with full confidence in yourself. It's
about saying good-bye to chronic self-doubt and living with joyful
freedom. I’ve helped thousands of people reach higher levels of
flourishing in their lives and I'd be honored to work with you too.

MY STORY
(Maybe you can relate)
I always had a certain amount of confidence but every
time I tried something new, I was so anxious and
stressed out I was miserable. Even when things went
well I would go home, question myself and ruminate
about everything. I felt like an impostor just waiting for
people to figure me out. I worried about what people
thought of me. My self-doubt was killing me. Until I
did my masters degree in applied positive psychology...
I learned about the science of human flourishing and I
applied everything I learned to myself. I finally had the
mental strength to create the life I always wanted. I
have packaged up these learnings, as well as the latest
research on confidence and self-doubt, and I can't wait
to share all of this with you in this workshop.

WHO IS THIS WORKSHOP FOR?
If you want to take your career, business
or life to the next level but you are
stopping yourself
If you have a lot of self-doubt and don't
know what to do about it
If you are highly accomplished and yet
still go home every night questioning
your worth
If you never feel 'good enough'
If you are playing a bigger game but you
are filled with anxiety and stress...

THEN THIS WORKSHOP IS FOR YOU

THIS IS NOT
THE SAME
OLD SHIT
This is science-based stuff you
might have never heard of
or practiced before.
Take yourself to the next level by being 'in-the-know'

IN THIS WORKSHOP YOU
WILL LEARN
A 5-step formula for building a more
action-oriented kind of confidence
The 6 consequences of self-doubt and
how to overcome them
How your brain is wired to stop you from
going after your big goals and what you
can do to wire your brain for action
How to embrace failure and move on
quickly from it
Practical tools and strategies that you
can use to keep that confidence muscle
strong!
How to remove the resistance caused by
fear and go after what you want

WALK AWAY FEELING
CALMLY CONFIDENT

COME AND JOIN US!
WHEN

WHERE

TIME

Thursday, November 16 &

HackerYou

9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. sharp

Friday, November 17, 2017

483 Queen St. West,
Third Floor
Toronto, ON

Space is limited.

MORE ABOUT
LOUISA JEWELL
Louisa Jewell is a speaker, author, and Canada's leading
expert on the topic of positive psychology who has
facilitated thousands of people towards greater flourishing,
both at work and in their personal lives.
In 2012 Louisa founded the Canadian Positive Psychology
Association, an organization that brings together leadingedge researchers and practitioners from across Canada to
disseminate the knowledge of positive psychology to
improve the psychological health of all Canadians.
Louisa is a graduate of the ground-breaking Master of
Applied Positive Psychology (MAPP) program at the
University of Pennsylvania which is the first master's
program in the world that offers in-depth study of the
science of psychological well-being, led by renowned
psychologist, Dr. Martin Seligman.

Every workshop attendee will receive an autographed copy of my book.

WIRE YOUR
BRAIN FOR
CONFIDENCE
In this approachable game-changing book, positive
psychology expert Louisa Jewell guides you from fear
to courage, with the ability to accomplish the goals
that seemed impossible, and puts you on the fast
track to flourishing in every area of your life.

WHAT ARE
PEOPLE
SAYING?

Barbara Santen
Relationship Coach
Louisa was my instructor for The Flourishing Center's
CAPP (Certificate in Applied Positive Psychology)
course held in Toronto Canada. She was excellent in
her delivery and included many different approaches
to teaching and learning which helped me retain the
information better than any other course I have
taken. Her enthusiasm and commitment to her work
is an inspiration and she is brilliant at what she does.
Thank you Louisa for opening up the world to brand
new possibilities for me. You are a gem in the world of
positive psychology and beyond!!!!

CREATIVITY
WITHOUT ACTION
...will get you nowhere.
Louisa Jewell

Have any questions?

THANK
YOU

Call me at 416-559-8930 or email
louisa@louisajewell.com

